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Abstract

This paper presents Clusterfile, a parallel file system that
provides parallel file access on a cluster of computers. Ex-
isting parallel file systems offer little control over matching
the I/O access patterns and file data layout. Without this
matching the applications may face the following problems:
contention at I/O nodes, fragmentation of file data, false
sharing, small network messages, high overhead of scatter-
ing/gathering the data. Clusterfile addresses some of these
inefficiencies. Parallel applications can physically parti-
tion a file in arbitrary patterns. They can also set arbitrary
views on a file. Views hide the parallel structure of the file
and ease the programmer’s burden of computing complex
access indices. The intersections between views and layouts
are computed by a memory redistribution algorithm. Read
and write operations are optimized by pre-computing the
direct mapping between access patterns and disks. Cluster-
file uses the same data representation for file layouts, access
patterns, and the mappings between each other.

1. Introduction

The tremendous increases in the processor speeds have
exposed the I/O subsystem as a bottleneck in a cluster of
computers. This affects especially the performance of ap-
plications demanding a huge amount of data to be brought
from the disks into memory, as for instance the scientific
applications. Therefore it is very critical that the the I/O
operations execute as fast as possible in order to minimize
their impact on performance.

Parallel file systems have converged toward a generic
configuration shown in figure 1. The nodes in a cluster are
divided into two sets, which may or may not overlap: the
compute nodes and the I/O nodes. Files are typically striped
over the I/O nodes. Applications run on the compute nodes.

Parallel applications access the files in a different manner
than the sequential ones do. UNIX file systems and even
some distributed file systems (NFS) were designed based

on the premise that file sharing is seldom, whereas parallel
applications usually access a file concurrently. This means
that the file structure of a parallel file system must not only
allow parallel access on the file, but must also be scalable,
as scalable as the computation, if possible.

The parallel applications also have a wide range of I/O
access patterns. At the same time they don’t have a suf-
ficient degree of control over the file data placement on a
cluster. Therefore, they often access the files in patterns,
which differ from the file physical layout on the cluster.
This can hurt performance in several ways.

First, poor layout can cause fragmentation of data on the
disks of the I/O nodes and complex index computations of
accesses are needed. Second, the fragmentation of data re-
sults in sending lots of small messages over the network in-
stead of a few large ones. Message aggregation is possible,
but the costs for gathering and scattering are not negligi-
ble. Third, the contention of related processes at I/O nodes
can lead to overload and can hinder the parallelism. Fourth,
poor spacial locality of data on the disks of the I/O nodes
translates in disk access other than sequential. Poor layout
also increases the probability of false sharing within the file
blocks.

A particular file layout may improve the performance of
the parallel applications but the same layout has to be used
by different access patterns. Computing the mapping be-
tween an arbitrary access pattern and the file layout may
become tricky. That is why we provide applications the pos-
sibility of setting views on the data and we use an efficient
data redistribution algorithm for computing the indices.

In this paper we will present the design and features of
Clusterfile, a cluster parallel file system which offers an in-
creased degree of control of the file layout over a cluster.
Section 2 presents prerequisites of our approach: existing
studies of parallel I/O characterization and our data struc-
ture for representing subfiles and views. Section 3 shows
how a file can be physically and logically partitioned. Sec-
tion 4 describes the architecture of the parallel file system.
Section 5 presents the experiments we performed. Section
6 discusses some related work. Section 7 contains conclu-
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Figure 1. Generic parallel file system

sions and our future plans.

2. Prerequisites

2.1. Parallel I/O access characterization

There were many studies of parallel I/O access patterns
and file access characteristics. Some of their conclusions
which have guided our design are summarized here.� File sharing between several processors is the norm,

while concurrent sharing between parallel applications
is rare[NK+96, SR97].� Parallel I/O is bursty, periods of intensive I/O activity
alternating with computation[SR97].� In MIMD systems there was a high number of small
I/O requests. To some extent this was the result of
the logical partitioning of data among the processors
in patterns different than the physical partitioning in
the files[NK+96].� The compute nodes frequently access a file in inter-
leaved access patterns. This may result in high inter-
process spacial locality of data at I/O nodes[NK+96],
but also in a poor intraprocess spacial locality[SR98].� Parallel applications use strided access pattern, even-
tually nested strided.This denotes the use of multi-
dimensional arrays, partitioned across the compute
nodes[NK+96].

2.2. Processor Indexed Tagged FAmily of Line Seg-
ments(PITFALLS)

At the core of our file structure is a representation for reg-
ular data distributions called PITFALLS(Processor Indexed
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Tagged FAmily of Line Segments), which is extensively pre-
sented in [RB95]. PITFALLS was used in the PARADIGM
compiler for automatic generation of efficient array redistri-
bution routines at University of Illinois. We have extended
the PITFALLS representation in order to be able to express
a larger number of access types. For instance all MPI data
types can be expressed using our representation.

2.3. Line segment

A line segment(LS) is a pair of numbers ��������� which de-
scribes a contiguous portion of a file starting at � and ending
at � .
2.4. FAmily of Line Segments(FALLS)

A family of line segments(FALLS) is a tuple �����������������
representing a set of � equally spaced, equally sized line
segments. The left index of the first LS is � , the right index
of the first LS is � and the distance between every 2 LS’s
is called a stride and is denoted by � . A line segment ���������
can be expressed as the FALLS �������������! "� . Figure 2 shows
an example of the FALLS ���#�$
���
����� .
2.5. Nested FALLS

A nested FALLS is a tuple ���������$�%���&��'(� representing a
FALLS ���������$������� , called outer FALLS, together with a set
of inner FALLS ' . The inner FALLS’s are located between� and � and relative to � . In constructing a nested FALLS it
is advisable to start from the outer FALLS to inner FALLS.
Figure 3 shows an example of a nested FALLS ��)#��*��+*��,	�- )*��)#�$,	�$,	��.	/"��� . The outer FALLS are represented with
thick line.

2.6. PITFALLS

A set of FALLS can be shortly expressed using the PIT-
FALLS representation, which is a parameterized FALLS,
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Figure 4. PITFALLS example: �0,	��#��1*��23��,	����
where the parameter is the processor(I/O node) number.
The PITFALLS consists of a tuple ���������������&��4*��56� which
represents a set of 5 equally spaced FALLS, the distance
between the beginning of 2 consecutive FALLS being 4 :���*798:4*���;798:4*�$������� , for 8&<=)*��5>�? . A FALLS �����������������
can be expressed as the PITFALLS ���������$�����&�!���� @� and a
line segment ��������� as ���������!���! ��!���� @� . The figure 4 shows
the PITFALLS ��,#��#��1#��2*��,#���� which is the compact repre-
sentation of 5A<B FALLS spaced at 4C<D, : ��,	��#��1#��2�� ,�E2*�$�	��1#��2�� and ��1*�$
���1#��2�� .
2.7. Nested PITFALLS

A nested PITFALLS is a tuple ���������$�����&��43��5F��'(� repre-
senting a PITFALLS ���������������&��4*��5��$'(� , called outer PIT-
FALLS together with a set of inner PITFALLS ' . The outer
PITFALLS compactly represents 5 outer FALLS ����7G8:4*���*78H43��������� , for 8&<I)*��5J�K . Each outer FALLS contains a set
of inner PITFALLS between ��7L8:4 and �M7N8:4 , with indices
relative to �O7?8H4 . In constructing a nested PITFALLS it is
advisable to start from the outer PITFALLS to inner PIT-
FALLS.

Figure 5 shows an example of a nested PITFALLS which
represents a 2 dimensional block cyclic distribution of a
4 P 4 matrix over 4 I/O nodes/processors. The distribution
is compactly expressed:

- ��)#��*��+*��,	��2*�$,	� - ����)*��)*��,	��,	�� %��,#�.%����/"��/ . The outer PITFALLS is the compact representation
of 2 FALLS ��)#��#��+*��,�� and �E2*��
���+#��,�� , each of them con-
taining an inner PITFALLS ��)#��)#��,#��,#�! %�$,%� .
2.8. Motivation of using nested PITFALLS

Clusterfile uses sets of nested PITFALLS for representing
the physical partitioning of a file onto I/O nodes, the logi-
cal partitioning of a file onto compute nodes and the map-
pings between them. However the programming interface
will avoid the complexity of nested PITFALLS. Specifying
the logical and physical distributions can be done in a way
similar to High-Performance Fortran [LO93].

There are three main reasons for choosing nested PIT-
FALLS as the core of our data representation. First, they are
flexible enough to express an arbitrary distribution of data.
For instance, any MPI datatype can be expressed using a set
of nested PITFALLS. This is because of the fact that in the
extreme case, a nested PITFALLS is just a line segment, for
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Figure 5. Nested PITFALLS example

�Q<R and 5S<A . Therefore, a set of nested PITFALLS can
represent also irregular patterns. Second, they offer a com-
pact way of expressing complex regular distributions. For
instance, a multidimensional array distribution on several
I/O nodes or processors can be simply expressed as a nested
PITFALLS. Third, there are efficient algorithms for con-
verting one distribution into another. For instance, [RB95]
contains a description of an algorithm which performs ef-
ficient multi-dimensional array redistributions of data rep-
resented in PITFALLS form. Starting from this algorithm,
and using sets of nested PITFALLS as data representation,
we have designed an algorithm which performs arbitrary re-
distributions [IT01].

In our case converting one distribution into another is
useful in two scenarios. First we convert the physical par-
titioning (the distribution of the data on the I/O nodes and
their disks) into the logical partitioning as required by the
applications and vice-versa. This is the case when the phys-
ical partitioning doesn’t correspond exactly to the applica-
tion requirements. Second, we allow converting between
two physical distributions. This could be useful when the
application would have to benefit at run-time more from a
new physical distribution than from the existing one.

3. File partitioning

3.1. File physical partitioning

A file in Clusterfile is a linear addressable sequence of
bytes. The file is physically partitioned into one or more
non-overlapping, linear addressable subfiles. The partition-
ing is described by a file displacement and a partitioning
pattern. The displacement is an absolute byte position rela-
tive to the beginning of the file. The partitioning pattern T
consists of the union of � sets of nested FALLS 'VU , '�W , XYXZX ,'\[�]VW , each of which defines a subfile.

T^< [	]\W_`Za U(b `
The sets must describe non-overlapping regions of the file.
Additionally, T must describe a contiguous region of the
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Figure 6. File Examples

file. The partitioning pattern uniquely maps each byte of the
file on a pair subfile-position within subfile, and is applied
repeatedly throughout the linear space of the file, starting at
the displacement.

The partitioning pattern of a file onto its subfiles can
be more compactly expressed in the case of regular distri-
butions by using nested PITFALLS. We illustrate the file
structure by three examples. In the example in figure 6(a)
the file consists of 3 subfiles created by using the PIT-
FALLS ��)*�! ��!���! ���,#��#�$.%� , relative to the displacement 2.
This shows a file with the displacement 2 and composed of
3 subfiles. The file is laid out on the subfiles in a round
robin manner.

The example in the figure 6(b) shows a file composed
of 4 subfiles built by using the nested PITFALLS ��)*��*�!��� %��23��,#� - ����)#��)#��,#�%,	�� %��,#�%.%���$/"� . This represents a 2 dimen-
sional block-cyclic distribution of a file in subfiles.

If � is the number of I/O nodes assigned to a file and s ,
the size of a file block, then round-robin distribution of file
blocks over the I/O nodes is represented by the PITFALLS��)#�$s��G ��!���! ���s"���&��.�� . This representation splits the file in �
subfiles. Each of them could reside on a different I/O node.

A subfile can be either written sequentially at a single
I/O node or be striped over several I/O nodes.

If the number of subfiles is greater than the number of
I/O nodes, each subfile is written sequentially at a single
I/O node. Subfiles are assigned to I/O nodes in a round
robin manner. Figure 7(a) shows a file written composed of
4 subfiles and written to 2 I/O nodes. Subfiles 0 and 2 are
assigned to I/O node 0, whereas subfiles 1 and 3 to I/O node
1.

In the case that the number of subfiles of a file is less than
the number of I/O nodes, the subfiles are by default striped
on disjointed sets of I/O nodes. This approach maximizes

File File

I/O node 0

Subfile 0

Subfile 1

Subfile 2

Subfile 3

Subfile 0

Subfile 1

I/O node 0 I/O node 2 I/O node 3I/O node 1 I/O node 1

(a) 4 subfiles, 2 I/O nodes (b) 2 subfiles, 4 I/O nodes

Figure 7. Subfile assignments on I/O nodes

the parallelism within the file and allows the applications
to take advantage of the aggregate bandwidth of all the I/O
nodes. For example, a file structured as a single subfile can
stripe its data in a round-robin manner on all I/O nodes. An
other example from the figure 7(b) shows a file composed
by 2 subfiles and written on 4 I/O nodes. Each of the 2
subfiles is striped in round-robin manner over 2 subfiles.

3.2. Views

The physical partitioning is very flexible, but the appli-
cations might have different requirements for the same file
layout. Therefore we allow applications to logically parti-
tion a file by setting a view on it.

A view is a linear addressable sequence of bytes which
is mapped on a subset of data of an open file. When an
application opens a file it has by default a view on the whole
file. Subsequently it might change the view according to its
own needs.

Views are also used by MPI-IO [MPI97], Vesta [CF96,
CF+95] and PVFS [CL00]. MPI-IO allows setting arbitrary
views by using MPI datatypes. With Vesta, the applications
may set views only in two dimensional rectangular patterns,
which represents obviously a limitation. Multidimensional
views on a file may be defined in PVFS. Like MPI-IO, we
allow for setting arbitrary views by using the sets of nested
PITFALLS representation. However, our representation can
be easily converted into an MPI datatype [MPI95] represen-
tation.

An important advantage of using views is that it relieves
the programmer from complex index computation. Once
the view is set the application has a logical sequential view
of the set of data it needs and can access it in the same man-
ner it accesses an ordinary file.

Setting a view gives the opportunity of early computation
of mappings between the logical and physical partitioning
of the file. The mappings are then used at read/write oper-
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ations for gathering/scattering the data into/from messages.
The advantage of this approach is that the overhead of com-
puting access indices is paid just once at view setting. We
will describe in the next subsection our approach to this is-
sue.

Views can also be seen as hints to the operating system.
They actually disclose potential future access patterns and
can be used by I/O scheduling, caching and pre-fetching
policies. For example, these hints can help in ordering disk
requests, laying out of file blocks on the disks, finding an
optimal size of network messages, choosing replacement
policies of the buffer caches, etc.

3.3. View-subfile mappings

The logical partitioning of an application might not be
the same as the physical partitioning of the file into sub-
files. Therefore, each time a view is set, the direct mapping
between the view and the file has to be computed. Fig-
ure 8(a) shows the physical partitioning of a file in 2 sub-
files using the PITFALLS ��)#�! ���23��,	�� %�$,	��.�� . Figure 8(b)
shows the logical partitioning of the file by 2 compute
nodes, which is different from the physical partitioning.
Node 0 uses the PITFALLS �� %��,#��23��,	�����! ���.%� and node 1��#��2*��2*��,#�!���� %��.�� . Figure 8(c) shows the direct mapping
between logical and physical partitioning.

In order to make the direct mapping computation effi-
cient for the case of regular distributions, as for instance

multidimensional array distributions, we used an array re-
distribution algorithm described in [RB95]. In this al-
gorithm, two regular distributions are represented as PIT-
FALLS and their intersection is computed. The intersection
represents the mapping of one distribution onto the other.
We modified the algorithm to compute arbitrary intersec-
tions of sets of nested PITFALLS [IT01]. Since both views
and subfiles are represented as sets of nested PITFALLS,
we use this algorithm to compute the intersection between
them, which represents the direct mapping, as shown in fig-
ure 8(c).

If the access pattern and the file layout don’t match, the
direct mapping might result in sending small messages over
the network. In order to coalesce more small messages into
a single one, we split the direct mapping between a view and
a subfile into two parts: the view mapping and the subfile
mapping.

The view mapping is the mapping of the view onto a lin-
ear buffer, for a given subfile, used by the compute node for
network transfer of view data. The subfile mapping is the
mapping of the subfile onto a linear buffer, for a given view,
used by the I/O node for network transfer of subfile data.
Figure 8(d) shows how the direct mapping from figure 8(c)
is split into a view mapping and a subfile mapping. The
view and subfile mapping are computed at compute node,
after the view is set. The view mapping is kept at compute
node and the subfile mapping is sent to the I/O node where
the subfile resides.

The view and subfile mappings are needed only in the
case a non-contiguous region of the view/subfile has to be
transfered between a compute node and an I/O node. They
are pre-computed at view setting time, and used by access
time in scatter-gather operations, if needed. Otherwise the
transfer is done without re-copying. For instance, if the a
contiguous region of a view maps contiguously on a subfile,
no auxiliary buffer is needed for coalescing data.

3.4. File data operations

Reading and writing data can be seen as a two-phase op-
eration. The first phase is represented by the pre-computing
of mappings described in the previous subsection. The sec-
ond phase is the effective data reading or writing.

Effective data reading and writing is done on the views
and using the mappings precomputed in the first phase. If
an application wants to write a buffer to a file, the follow-
ing steps take place: (a) for every involved subfile the view
mapping used to gather the data from the view in a single
message (b) the message is sent to the I/O node (c) the I/O
node uses the subfile mapping to write the data in the sub-
file. The reversed process takes place at data reading.

For example, suppose that in figure 8(d) the compute
node 0, which has already set the view, writes a buffer of



4 elements to the view from 1 to 4. The view mapping for
subfile 0 is used to coalesce the bytes 2 and 4 to a message,
which is sent to I/O node of subfile 0. At I/O node of sub-
file 0, the subfile mapping for view 0 is used to write the
data at address 3 and 5. The same process takes place for
bytes 1 and 3 of the view 0 which are written to subfile 1 at
addresses 0 and 2.

4. Parallel file system architecture

In order to prove the efficiency of our approach we have
built an experimental parallel file system. At this moment it
is running on LINUX and it is implemented completely in
user-level. We plan to move parts of it into the kernel in the
near future.

Clusterfile has 3 main components : a metadata manager,
an I/O server and an I/O library. Each node of the cluster
can play the role of a compute node, I/O server, or both
(part time I/O node), but only one node can be a metadata
manager.

4.1. Metadata manager

There is one metadata manager running in the parallel
file system. The metadata manager gathers periodically or
by request information about a file from the I/O nodes and
keeps them in a consistent state. It also offers per request
services involving file metadata to the compute nodes. The
metadata manager is not involved in the data transfer.

Metadata represents information about the file such as:
the file structure (the partitioning of the file in subfiles, the
I/O servers on which the file is written), file size, creation
and modification time, etc.

The metadata manager is contacted by the compute
nodes at file creation, open, close, or at any request that
involves file metadata.

If the file is created and the compute node doesn’t spec-
ify a layout for the file, the default layout (striping the file
blocks in round-robin manner over all I/O nodes) is cho-
sen. If a file layout is specified, it is stored at the metadata
manager. Each subsequent re-open will retrieve the layout
information along with a unique file descriptor.

4.2. I/O servers

There is one I/O server running on each I/O node in the
parallel file system.

The main task of the I/O server is writing and reading the
data to/from the subfiles. A connection between a compute
node and an I/O server is established at view setting or at
the first access if no view was previously set. When a view
is set the I/O server also receives the subfile mapping of
the view, which it will use for future accesses as described

earlier. I/O servers keep metadata about each of the subfiles
and deliver it per request to the metadata manager.

4.3. I/O library

Each compute node specifies operations on the file sys-
tem by using an I/O library. The I/O library implements the
UNIX standard file system interface. At this moment it is
experimentally implemented at user-level. The communi-
cation between the compute node and metadata manager or
I/O servers is hidden by the library from the applications.

The applications can set the layout of the file by using a
user-level variant of the standard UNIX ioctl operation. The
layout setting has to follow a create call. The layout is sent
at the metadata manager, but it is also kept by the compute
node.

Setting the view on a file is also done by an ioctl. As
described earlier this is the time when the view and subfile
mappings are computed. The subfile mapping is sent to the
corresponding I/O node, while the view mapping is kept at
compute node.

5. Experimental results

We performed our experiments on a cluster of 16
Pentium III 800MHz, having 256kB L2 cache and 512
MB RAM, interconnected by Myrinet. Each machine is
equipped with IDE disks. They were all running LINUX
kernels. The throughput of the buffered disk reads, as mea-
sured by the hdparm utility, is 25.50 MB/sec. The TCP
throughput, as measured by the ttcp benchmark, is 82 MB
/sec.

We wrote a parallel benchmark which writes and reads
a matrix to a file. We physically partitioned a file using 3
different file layouts: (a)round-robin blocks: the file was
striped over all I/O nodes in a round-robin manner, using a
stripe size equal to a file block(64 KBytes); (b)round-robin
record: the file was striped over all I/O nodes in a round-
robin manner, using a stripe size equal to a record size;
(c)block-cyclic record: the file was striped over I/O nodes
using a block-cyclic distribution, as in figure 5(a), with a
block size equal to a record size.

The matrix was logically partitioned among several com-
pute nodes using a block-cyclic distribution, with a record
size equal to the block size of the distribution. We wrote
32 records at a time, in order to caption the scatter-gather
operation overhead in our measurements. We repeated the
experiment for different record sizes ranging from 64 bytes
to 32 KBytes. We used 16 compute nodes and 4 I/O nodes.
We measured the aggregate write and read throughput. Be-
cause the read and write results didn’t differ significantly,
we present only the write measurements. Figure 9 show the
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Figure 9. I/O nodes buffer cache write perfor-
mance(16 compute nodes, 4 I/O nodes)

results, when I/O nodes were writing to their buffer cache
and figure 10, when writing to their disks.

Our goal was to investigate how the file layout affects
the aggregate throughput of a parallel benchmark writ-
ing/reading to/from a file at different granularities for a
given access pattern.

Both round-robin and block-cyclic record layout out-
performed the round-robin block layout. The round-robin
block layout caused contention at I/O nodes. Especially for
small records, several compute nodes contacted the same
I/O node at the same time, whereas the other I/O nodes re-
mained inactive.

The block-cyclic and round-robin record layout resulted
in a good load balancing of the I/O servers. When writ-
ing to the buffer cache of the I/O nodes, the block-cyclic
and round-robin record layout showed a relative small dif-
ference. This was due to memory scatter-gather operations
performed in the round-robin layout case, and not involved
for similar physical and logical partitions. The difference
were more pronounced when I/O nodes wrote to disk, be-
cause scattering the data non-contiguously to the disk im-
plies a significantly higher relative cost than to memory.

The measurements confirmed the conclusion of paral-
lel I/O access patterns studies [NK+96, SR97, SR98] that
showed that the parallel file system performance increases
with the matching degree of logical and physical access pat-
tern. Therefore, the Clusterfile’s ability of allowing arbi-
trary access pattern could significantly improve the I/O sub-
system throughput. Additionally, a smart physical partition-
ing allows a good load balancing of I/O servers, one of the
scalability prerequisites.
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Figure 10. I/O nodes disk write performance
(16 compute nodes, 4 I/O nodes)

6. Related work

The Vesta Parallel File System [CF96, CF+95] physi-
cally partitions the file in multiple disjointed subfiles, that
can be accessed in parallel.Vesta also offers the possibility
of logically partitioning a file in views. Both partitioning
schemes are restricted only to data sets that can be parti-
tioned into two dimensional rectangular arrays. Clusterfile
allows arbitrary partitioning of files and arbitrary views on
the files. Therefore the Vesta partitioning set represent just
a subset of ours. Vesta as well as our parallel file system
provides applications with a UNIX like interface.

The nCube parallel I/O system [DC92] builds mapping
functions between processor’s views of a file and disks us-
ing address bit permutations. The major deficiency of this
approach is that all sizes must be powers of two.

Files in the Galley Parallel File System [NK97] are com-
posed of one or more subfiles. Each subfile resides on a
single disk and contains one or more forks. The underly-
ing parallel structure of the file is hidden from the applica-
tion. Galley offers a particular interface which allows sim-
ple strided, nested-strided and nested-batched operations.
No views on the file are possible, the programmer must
compute the indices of the accesses.

The Portable Parallel File System (PPFS) [HE95] allows
applications to control caching, pre-fetching, data distribu-
tion and file sharing policies. The files are divided into vari-
able size records, called segments. Each segment is man-
aged by a single I/O server. It is implemented as an user
level library portable across several parallel file systems.

PIOUS [MS94] is a parallel file system which provides
process group access to permanent storage in a network
computing environment. The file is composed of several



disjoint segments. Each segment resides at a single I/O
server.

The Parallel Virtual File System(PVFS) [CL00] is a par-
allel file system for Linux clusters. The files are striped
in a round-robin manner over the I/O nodes, with a vari-
able stripe size. The programmer may set multidimensional
views on the file.

7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we presented Clusterfile, a parallel file sys-
tem which offers a high degree of control of the file layout
over the cluster. It also allows applications to set arbitrary
views on the files. Our parallel file system offers a compact
way of expressing regular access patterns and file layouts,
as for instance n-dimensional array distributions. It also al-
lows a convenient conversion between layouts. In the ex-
perimental section of this paper we have showed how the
match between access patterns and file layout can impact
performance in Clusterfile. We have found out that the par-
allel applications may improve their I/O performance, by
using a file layout, that adequately matches their access pat-
tern. This translates in a better usage of the parallelism of
I/O servers and of the disk and network bandwidth. There-
fore, the common internal data representation of physical
and logical partitions, as well as the flexible physical lay-
out of Clusterfile may contribute to a more global efficient
usage of the I/O subsystem.

Clusterfile is still in an experimental stage. We plan to
extent it to support collective I/O operations. We also want
to move parts of it into the LINUX kernel. In a second
phase we also plan to implement and experiment coopera-
tive caching policies of I/O nodes.
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